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Soul Carnival Soul Carnival (ソウルカーニバル;Sōuru Kangiurā) is a 3D drag-and-
drop puzzle video game developed by FromSoftware and published by

Tomy in Japan. It was released for the PlayStation 2 on October 13, 2002,
and for the PlayStation Portable on June 24, 2004. The game's sequel, Soul
Carnival 2, was released on September 2, 2005. Gameplay Soul Carnival
consists of eight levels, with eight puzzle elements, called "Souls", to be

collected and used to create a character. Each puzzle element has multiple
parts which must be rearranged in order to form a character. The game

begins with four souls and the player must collect them and assemble them
to make their own Soul Carnival character. The character is then released
and will wander around the eight stages performing activities by pressing
the different parts of the character to go on an adventure. Completing a

stage will result in a larger Soul collection. At the end of each level, a boss
fight will occur with the character. After defeating the boss, the player is
awarded a Spirit which will allow the player to use a specific part of the

character. The Spirits are needed for the next level, and can also be used to
create another character. Souls The Souls are the puzzle elements used in

the game. There are nine Souls in the game, and the final character is
created by assembling them. Each puzzle element has six parts, and each

part has two levels of difficulty. The game has eight levels, making up eight
puzzles which result in the eight Souls. Ports A Game Boy Advance port
was released in Japan on March 28, 2004. The game was re-released on
January 13, 2006 in a limited edition. Soul Carnival 2 Soul Carnival 2

(ソウルカーニバル2;Sōuru Kangiurā 2) is a 2.5D puzzle video game developed by
FromSoftware and published by Tomy in Japan. It was released for the

PlayStation Portable on June 24, 2004. The game's sequel, Soul Carnival 2,
was released on September 2, 2005. It is the first of two Soul Carnival

games to use the extended name, Soul Carnival 2. The second, Soul Carnival
3, was released on the Nintendo DS on September 27, 2005. Soul Carnival 2
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ran on the Japanese release version of the PSP, while the English version is
labeled as Soul Carnival 2: Jolly Lady. Gameplay 3da54e8ca3
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